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Abstract
Reconfigurability in versatile systems of modular robots is achieved by changing the morphology of the overall structure
as well as by connecting and disconnecting modules. Recurrent connectivity changes can cause misalignment that
leads to mechanical failure of the system. This paper presents a new approach to reconfiguration, inspired by the
art of origami, that eliminates connectivity changes during transformation. Our method consists of an energy-optimal
reconfiguration planner that generates an initial 2D assembly pattern and an actuation sequence of the modular units,
both resulting in minimum energy consumption. The algorithmic framework includes two approaches, an automatic
modeling algorithm as well as a heuristic algorithm. We further demonstrate the effectiveness of our method by applying
the algorithms to Mori, a modular origami robot, in simulation. Our results show that the heuristic algorithm yields
reconfiguration schemes with high quality, compared to the automatic modeling algorithm, simultaneously saving a
considerable amount of computational time and effort.
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1 Introduction

Modular reconfigurable robots are versatile systems capable
of transforming their shape to perform various tasks
in different environments. In mission-based scenarios
such as space applicationsZykov et al. (2007); Yao et al.
(2018c), recognition and samplingGuzman et al.(2016)
or search and rescueZhang et al. (2006); Wang et al.
(2014), where handling the complexity and uncertainty of
environments is beyond the capabilities of conventional
fixed-morphology robots, modular robotic systems can
autonomously reconfigure to adapt to new circumstances.
However, due to the large number of individual entities
and degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) in modular systems, the
planning and execution of changing a configuration is highly
challenging.

Several approaches to planning and optimizing this
process have been proposed thus far, which can be
grouped into two main categories. The first category
considers a target configuration by dividing the modular
architecture into different sets of modules in order
to simplify the reconfiguration process. A task-oriented
optimization has been implemented by minimizing the
number of DoFs of different types of modules in the
configuration Yang and Chen(2000). A multi-objective
optimization problem has been addressed with a concurrent
design approach that splits the architecture into different
levels Bi and Zhang (2001), a neural network approach
that finds the optimal designFei et al. (1998), as well
as a genetic algorithmWu et al. (2016). The relationship
between morphological design and motion planning has

been established and analyzed by using the implicit function
theorem to optimize design parametersHa et al.(2017). The
aforementioned approaches facilitate the optimal design of
the final configuration for specific tasks, but do not address
the dynamic reconfiguration procedure in modular robots.

The second category of optimizing the reconfiguration
process aims at minimizing the number of connectivity
changes when transforming from an initial shape into the
desired configuration. The challenge of such a combinatorial
optimization problem lies in its inherent NP-completeness
Casal and Yim(1999), even for chain-type modular robots
Hou and Shen(2010), yielding the need for heuristic
solutions with some guarantee of performance. A graph-
based planning algorithm has thus been proposed to generate
a near-optimal transforming sequence in polynomial time
Hou and Shen(2014).

Although some of the above reconfiguration planners tar-
get a reduction in the number of connectivity changes, all of
the approaches require some form of disconnect-and-connect
between modules in the process. Connectivity changes com-
plicate the overall transformation, are time-consuming and
can lead to failure resulting from commonly experienced
alignment errors between modulesKurokawa et al.(2008);
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Wei et al.(2010). Consequently they cast high demands on
control algorithms and hardware implementations to detect
and overcome misalignmentsRomanishin et al.(2013). It is
thus desirable to minimize or even remove any connectivity
changes from a reconfiguration process.

In this work we introduce a planning algorithm for the
reconfiguration of modular robots that does not require
any connectivity changes during the transformation, but
only before motion begins and after it is completed. For
this purpose we make use of the fact that in task-specific
scenarios modular robots commonly transform from a
collection of modules on a surface to a functional three-
dimensional configuration. We can therefore simplify the
reconfiguration process by turning a two-dimensional (2D)
pattern into a 3D shape, given that a corresponding 2D
pattern existsWang et al.(2016); Yao et al. (2018b). This
process, in its conceptual form, can be related to the
principles behind origami, the art of folding sheets of paper
into 3D objectsPaik et al.(2012); Firouzeh and Paik(2015);
Zhakypov et al.(2017); Yao et al.(2018a). Furthermore, by
also considering the inverse of this process we can find a way
of transforming from one 3D configuration to another with an
intermediate 2D phase during which all connectivity changes
occur, greatly reducing the possibility of misalignment
errors.

This paper introduces a novel, optimized method for
planning the reconfiguration of modular robotic systems
by drawing similarities to the concept of folding in
origami. While utilizing origami principles to plan the
reconfiguration process eliminates the need for connectivity
changes during transformation, a remaining critical aspect
for modular systems is energy consumption. Since most
systems have an on-board power-supply, minimizing
power consumption is vital, particularly during the
highly-demanding reconfiguration process. The overall
reconfiguration planning problem can thus be formulated as
follows: Given a desired 3D target configuration, find the 2D
layout and the corresponding actuation sequence that will
result in the lowest energy consumption.

The energy consumption during reconfiguration depends
on the initial planar pattern as well as the actuation
sequence of different modules, both of which are essential
considerations in the field of computational origami
Peraza-Hernandez et al.(2014), committed to designing
algorithms that compute the folding process of origami
structures. Computing the initial crease pattern of a sheet
of paper, corresponding to an initial planar pattern of
modular robots, has been optimized for paper models
using tree-based algorithmsLang (1996), while the rigid
foldability of objects, where only flat sections can exist
between hinges, is subject to mathematical conditions
Watanabe and Kawaguchi(2009). The rigid origami model
applies directly to our approach since it omits the properties
of paper creases, allowing direct kinematic translations
between tiles or modulesTachi (2009, 2010); Filipov et al.
(2015). While the aforementioned approaches assume zero-
thickness structures, additional constraints need to be applied
when the folding object has a non-zero thicknessChen et al.
(2015); Zirbel et al.(2013). Automating the folding process
of both zero and non-zero thickness structures requires
planning the sequence of folding steps. This has been

demonstrated by means of a robot capable of folding origami
Balkcom and Mason(2008) as well as self-folding robotic
sheetsAn and Rus(2014). Previous approaches to modeling
algorithms for folding origami structures consider a wide
range of problems and scenarios; however, they do not
consider energy consumption during the reconfiguration
process.

This paper presents a new approach to reconfiguration
for modular robotic systems inspired by origami principles,
as well as the first algorithmic framework for planning
an energy-optimal reconfiguration scheme of folding in
modular robots. In our approach we determine an optimal
initial planar configuration and an optimal actuation
sequence, NP-complete problems where the candidates of
reconfiguration schemes grow exponentially with the number
of modules in the robotic system. Since the optimization
scheme cannot be validated without enumerating the search
space, we develop an automatic modeling algorithm for
modular robots based onHollerbach(1980); Chen and Yang
(1998); Chen et al.(1999); Meister et al. (2013), as well
as a heuristic algorithm for generating energy-optimal
folding schemes. The proposed methodology is validated
by demonstration on a modular robotic platform, Mori, a
modular origami robotBelke and Paik(2017). The main
contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. An automatic modeling algorithm to generate the
kinematic model and dynamic derivation of robotic
aggregates, represented by the hierarchical structure
of a rooted tree. The torque consumption of pre-
folding patterns is calculated for pre-defined folding
sequences with motion planning that considers the
thickness of the structure.

2. A heuristic algorithm for energy-optimal folding of
modular robots. This includes an optimal 2D layout
planner followed by two folding sequence planners,
one unified actuation planner for different layouts and
one optimal planner within a specific layout, proving
the validity of algorithms.

3. The proposed algorithms are demonstrated on several
3D configurations of the Mori platform. The perfor-
mance of the energy-optimal reconfiguration schemes
are evaluated by comparing the automatic modeling
algorithm and the heuristic algorithm.

2 Methodology

In this section we present the first algorithmic framework
for planning an energy-optimal reconfiguration scheme
of modular robots using origami principles. The method
overview is illustrated in Fig.1, and the algorithmic
framework is composed of two main approaches,automatic
modeling algorithmand heuristic algorithm respectively.
A target 3D shape determined by mission requirements
is given as input to the algorithms. In general there are
large quantities of possible folding schemes incorporating
pre-folding patterns and actuation orders of modules, that
can finally shape the target 3D configuration. Due to the
NP-completeness of the optimal reconfiguration planning
problem, enumeration procedures are necessary to search for
the optimal solution. An intuitive and direct approach is to
calculate the consumed torque of different folding schemes,
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Figure 1. Overview of energy-optimal reconfiguration planning for modular robots using two approaches, an automatic modelling
algorithm and a heuristic algorithm, as presented and applied in this work.

and we propose anautomatic modeling algorithm(Sec.3)
to follow through this approach. In this algorithm, joint
motion is first planned for each module in the pre-folding
pattern, considering folded state constraints due to thickness
of modules. Forward kinematics of the modular architecture
is then automatically generated with its geometry modeled as
a hierarchical structure of rooted tree. Joint dynamics of the
robotic configuration is then derived with recursive Newton-
Euler (RNE) formulation, and energy consumption of the
reconfiguration is calculated with the predefined folding
sequence. A less straightforward approach is to design a
heuristic algorithm(Sec.4) to evaluate torque consumption
of different folding schemes, by utilizing some measurement
of energy expense for assessment based on the derived joint
dynamics. The proposed algorithm includes two heuristic
planning procedures. The first is a two-step planning process
to figure out the pre-folding pattern with minimum energy
consumption, by first predefining a unified folding sequence
(Sec. 4.2.2) aimed at eliminating the coupling effect of
actuation order and layout in consumed torque, followed
by an optimal layout planner (Sec.4.1) for execution. The
second procedure determines the folding sequence with
optimality for the energy-optimal layout generated in the
first process, by implementing an optimal folding sequence
planner (Sec.4.2.3). The output of the two algorithmic
approaches is energy-optimal reconfiguration schemes of
optimized layout folding with ideal actuation order of
modules.

3 Automatic Modeling Algorithm

The modeling of modular robot systems is a difficult
issue where the extensive approaches for fixed-structure
robots cannot be directly applied, because the number of
robotic configurations grow exponentially with the number
of modulesLiu et al. (2010). For this reason, automated
modeling techniquesChen and Yang(1998); Chen et al.
(1999); Meister et al.(2013) were proposed and developed
to deal with the modeling complexity. The dynamic model
of modular robots is generally derived by RNE method.
Most of the approaches are developed based on Lie
theory Park and Bobrow(1994), where adjoint mapping
is conducted on the Lie groupSE(3) of homogeneous
transformations. The adjoint representation in the derived

wrench and torque is a compact expression of matrix,
which complicates the derivation and estimation for energy
consumption of joint actuators, usually in an integration
form with timeWu et al.(2016); Kamimura et al.(2005). In
this section we develop anautomatic modeling algorithm
for modular robots followingHollerbach(1980), aimed at
calculating energy consumption of folding schemes during
the reconfiguration. The overall procedure of theautomatic
modeling algorithmis shown in Alg.1, and the algorithmic
inputs and step-by-step modeling techniques of the algorithm
are explained in detail as follows.

Algorithm 1 Automatic modeling algorithm.

Input: A 3D shape; a folding scheme (a pre-folding pattern
and a folding sequence);

Output: Energy consumption of the folding scheme;
1: Joint motion planning with joint angle constraints;
2: Automatic kinematics modeling of the modular architec-

ture;
3: Autonomous dynamics derivation of joint motion;
4: Energy consumption computed with folding sequence;
5: return Torque consumption of reconfiguration.

3.1 Input
The input of theautomatic modeling algorithmin Alg. 1 are
the meshStraub and Prautzsch(2011) of a target 3D shape
and a folding scheme, including a pre-folding pattern and a
folding sequence. In general, for a 3D configuration, there
are numerous planar patterns that can finally fold up into
it. The reciprocal process of reconfiguration, unfolding a
3D structure into 2D layoutsStraub and Prautzsch(2011),
is utilized to generate pre-folding patterns. The general
procedure is to produce graph representation of the 3D
configuration, followed by spanning trees and corresponding
rooted trees generated by the represented graph. A rooted
tree stands for a pre-folding pattern of the 3D structure
with a designated root, and can be generated via traversal
algorithms, such as Breadth First Search (BFS) and Depth
First Search (DFS). The connected structure of a rooted
tree remains unchanged during the reconfiguration as no
connectivity rearrangement is required in folding using
origami principles. The rooted tree thus represents the
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Figure 2. A pre-folding pattern with a root node and its corresponding rooted tree. Left: A planar layout with a designated root
representing the robotic base of folding motion. Right: The rooted tree creates hierarchical structure of the layout. Important
components in the architecture include leaf, path, and parent - child, ancestor - descendant relationships. The tree layer describes
distance between a vertice and the root node along its path.

intermediate quasi-2D shape and desired 3D configuration
simultaneously. A pre-folding pattern with root node and its
corresponding rooted tree are shown in Fig.2. Regarding
the geometry of a pre-folding pattern, each modular unit
can be cubic-shaped or hexagonal plate, or even irregular
shapes with additional DoFs in a heterogeneous robotic
system. Here we assume regular-shaped units of triangles in
a homogeneous system that remains general to any lattice
shape. The root node is the ancestor of all other modules
and shapes unique tree structure in kinematics modeling, as
well as the origin of inertial frame in dynamics derivation
and torque computation. Different root nodes selected as
the robotic base, result in variations of the required torque,
therefore it needs to be specified. The hierarchical structure
of the modular architecture represented by a rooted tree is
utilized for its geometric characterization in both kinematics
modeling and dynamics derivation. Another input is the
folding sequence of modules, which correlates the time
intervals of the reconfiguration, and will be discussed in Sec.
4.2.

3.2 Joint Motion Planning

The first step of the algorithm is to plan joint trajectories
for modular units in time periods consistent with the folding
sequence. It is obvious that torque consumption varies with
different joint motion profiles, even with the same folding
scheme. Therefore, a unified joint motion planning for every
module in each time period is a guarantee of fair comparison
of torque consumption for different folding schemes. With
the discussion on time periods and folding sequence detailed
in Sec.4.2, we focus on the joint trajectory planning in each
time period as follows.

To generate a joint trajectory passing through several
path control points, predefined knots on the trajectory, a
series of polynomials are usually used to interpolate the
path Guan et al.(2005). The joint angleqi(t) of modulei
varies from zero initial condition with the planar pattern to
its final positionθ̂i in time periodTk ∈ [tk−1, tk], k ∈ Z

+,
asqi(tk−1) = 0 andqi(tk) = θ̂i, with default zero boundary
conditions for velocity and acceleration, aṡqi(tk−1) =

q̇i(tk) = 0 and q̈i(tk−1) = q̈i(tk) = 0. The folding anglêθi
is the dihedral angle between modulei and its parent in
the 3D structure, and can be computed by the algorithm
presented inAn et al. (2014). Since there are 6 boundary

conditions mentioned above as path control points, a 5th
order polynomial is needed for the interpolation. We note
that the range of joint angle is constrained if thickness of the
module is considered in joint motion planning, as depicted in
Fig. 3. The threshold value, denoted asϑ, of joint angleqi(t)
due to thickness of the module can be calculated as

sin(
ϑ

2
) =

d/2

r
(1)

whered is the thickness of the modular entity andr is the
radius of the hinge on each lateral of the module, and the
joint angle is thus constrained as

{

−π < qi(t) < −ϑ
ϑ < qi(t) < π

(2)

ϑ

d

r

ϑ

2 

Figure 3. The minimum joint angle between two modules, ϑ, is
constrained by the thickness of a module.

3.3 Kinematics Modeling
The next step of the algorithm (Alg.1 Step 2) is to
generate a kinematic model of the robotic configuration
and automatically calculate folding motion of each module,
including position, velocity and acceleration, given a set
of joint trajectories yielded in step1. This procedure is
widely known as forward kinematicsMeister et al.(2013) in
modular robot modeling. In a modular architecture modeled
as a hierarchical structure defined by a rooted tree as Fig.
2, the kinematic transformationΦ starting from root node
R to each of thedescendantmodulesi in path j can be
recursively formulated asΦi = A

Pj,2

Pj,1
·A

Pj,3

Pj,2
· · ·A

Pj,s

Pj,s−1
,

whereAk
′

k is a 4× 4 homogeneous matrix describing the
relative pose of neighboring modules(k, k

′

), and can be
calculated according toMeister et al.(2013). Pj is the set
of modules injth path of the rooted tree, andPj,1 = R,
Pj,s = i.
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3.4 Dynamics Derivation
In Step3 of Alg. 1, dynamics of the robotic configuration
is derived autonomously via modified RNE formulation,
and input torque of joint motors can be calculated for each
folding scheme. Here we assume zero ground interactions
for simplification of the mathematical derivation, which is
common practice in related literatureChen and Yang(1998);
Chen et al.(1999); Meister et al.(2013). In the application
to modular robots, the initialization and backward recursion
are similar to standard RNEHollerbach(1980). In backward
recursion, where generalized velocity and acceleration of
each module are propagated from root node toleaves(the
end modules) of allpaths, the robotic motion does not
interfere with multiple connections in a module, due to
the uniqueness of theparent module of each unit in the
rooted tree structure. However, when forces and moments
are propagated from theleaves to the root nodeR in
forward recursion,children modules interfere with them.
Therefore, the forward recursion propagating forces and
moments exerted on modulei by its parentcan be derived
as:

fi =

|Ci|
∑

j=1

fCi,j
+ Fi

ni =

|Ci|
∑

j=1

(nCi,j
+ pi × fCi,j

) +Ni + (pi + r∗
i )× Fi

τi = zi · ni

(3)
with

Fi = mir̈i

Ni = Iiω̇i + ωi × (Iiωi)
(4)

where related variables and parameters are listed in Tab.1.
In this formulation the reference coordinate frame is the

base coordinates, an implicit expression compared to more
commonly used link coordinates, which is considered to
be more efficient. The formulation with base coordinates,
however, reveals the direct relations between the required
torque and link motion, including position and orientation
in the inertial frame. This is advantageous for evaluation and
estimation of energy consumption for theheuristic algorithm
design (Sec.4).

3.5 Energy Consumption
The final procedure (Alg.1 Step4) is to evaluate energy
consumption of a reconfiguration scheme, with modules
folding in series. This depends on the type of joint motors;
for a commonly used DC motor, for example, the consumed
energy is expressed as the product of required torque
and angular velocity of the jointWu et al. (2016). For
computational simplification, here we assume that the total
energy consumed by all motors is an accumulated value
of torque during the time span of evaluation. Another
assumption is that locking mechanism is incorporated
into the modular unit design, constraining joint motion
of unactuated modules as commanded, ensuring no input
torque required to maintain the configurations of modular
aggregates. The energy consumption of the folding scheme,
denoted asε, with n modules in the configuration, during

Table 1. Variables and parameters in Sections 3.4 and 4.1

Variable
fi Force exerted on modulei by itsparent;
ni Moment exerted on modulei by its parent;
τi Input torque of actuator alongzi;
zi Actuating axis of modulei, defined as the

coincident edge of modulei and itsparent;
Fi Total external force on modulei;
Ni Total external moment on modulei;
pi Vector from DH coordinate origini− 1 to

coordinate origini;
ri Vector from the base coordinate origin to CM

of modulei;
r̈i Acceleration vector ofri;
r∗
i Vector from DH coordinate origini to the

center of mass (CM) of modulei;
r̂i Distance between robotic base (root nodeR)

and CM of modulei, andr̂i(t) = |ri(t)|;
ωi Angular velocity of modulei;
ω̇i Angular acceleration of modulei;
Ci The set ofchild/ childrenof modulei and|Ci|

is the number of components inCi.
Module parameter

l Side length of each modular unit;
mi Mass of modulei;
Ii Inertia tensor of modulei about its CM.

Other parameter
λs s = 1, 2, 3, 4,λs are constants defined asλ1 =

‖Ii‖, λ2 = l/2
sin(π/3)mi, λ3 = mi, and λ4 =

|pi| = 0 or l;
κs s = 1, 2, 3, κs > 0 are design parameters.

global folding time t ∈ [t0, tp] can be evaluated by the
following equation:

ε =

n
∑

i=1

∫ tk
tk−1

|τi| dt

tk − tk−1
=

n
∑

i=1

∫ tp
t0
|τi| dt

tk − tk−1
(5)

With the aboveautomatic modeling algorithm(Alg. 1),
energy consumption of the input folding scheme, with a
specific layout and folding order of modules, is calculated
automatically. Enumerate torque consumption of possible
folding schemes with the evaluation function in Eq.5, and
the energy-optimal reconfiguration scheme can be specified.

4 Heuristic Algorithm

Calculating torque consumption by modeling reconfigura-
tion procedures is not the only method to generate the
energy-optimal folding scheme, if some measurement or
estimation of energy expense can be utilized to assess
the reconfiguration schemes. In contrast to the direct but
computation-heavy strategy with theautomatic modeling
algorithm(Sec.3), we propose aheuristic algorithmto eval-
uate torque consumption of a folding scheme. This includes
two planning procedures, aimed at determining an optimal
pre-folding pattern and a folding sequence of modules with
minimum consumed energy.
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4.1 Energy-optimal Layout Planner
Among numerous planar patterns generated by the unfolding
procedures (Sec.3.1), it is desirable to pre-assemble the
optimal layout that will consume minimum torque when
transforming its shape into a target 3D structure, before
execution of reconfiguration. It is therefore important
to specify such an energy-optimal pre-folding pattern in
the planning problem. Inspired by creating optimal cut-
out sheets in a 3D papercraft modelStraub and Prautzsch
(2011); Haenselmann and Effelsberg(2012), where weight
functions are put forward with some optimum criteria and
assigned to edges of a represented graph, here we design
a cost function that evaluates torque consumption of a pre-
folding pattern during its reconfiguration.

In a rooted tree structure as depicted in Fig.2, the edge
betweenparentandchild can be assigned a weighted value
measuring energy consumption of actuating the module of
child to its final position. The weight function of edgeei :
(i, i′), wherei

′

is theparentof modulei, is denoted as̟ (ei).
The overall torque consumption for a pre-folding pattern can
be evaluated by a cost functionχ, the sum of weights with
all edges in the rooted tree.

χ =

n−1
∑

i=1

̟(ei) (6)

The measurement of energy consumption in actuation
time Tk ∈ [tk−1, tk] of module i can be implemented
by integrating |τi| twice with time, denoted asε′i =
∫ tk
tk−1

∫ tk
tk−1

|τi| dtdt, and the energy metric can be derived
from joint dynamics in Eq.3 as follows.

ε′i =

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

||zi| · |ni| · cos(ϕi)| dtdt (7)

whereϕi is the vector angle betweenzi andni.
It is noted thatzi = Φ

′

iz0, whereΦ
′

i is a orthonormal
rotation matrix calculated as the upper3× 3 of the kinematic
transform matrixΦi. z0 = [0 0 1] is a unit vector inz
direction of the inertial frame, thus|zi| = 1. With cos(ϕi) ≤
1, ε′i in Eq.7 can be evaluated as

ε′i ≤

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|ni| dtdt (8)

Define Λi =
∫ tk
tk−1

∫ tk
tk−1

|ni| dtdt and Γi =
∫ tk
tk−1

∫ tk
tk−1

|fi| dtdt, and Theorem1 is stated as follows.

Theorem 1. The energy metric of actuating modulei to
its final positionθ̂i, denoted asε′i, can be estimated byΛ∗

i
,

defined as the maximum ofΛi , andΛ∗
i

is derived from Eq.3
as

Λ
∗
i
=

|Ci|
∑

j=1

(Λ∗
Ci,j

+ λ4 · Γ
∗
Ci,j

) + λ1 · (κ2

∣

∣

∣
θ̂i

∣

∣

∣
+ κ3

∣

∣

∣
θ̂i

∣

∣

∣

2

)

+ λ2κ1 |r̂i(tk)− r̂i(tk−1)|
(9)

with Γ
∗
i

, the maximum ofΓi written as

Γ
∗
i
=

|Ci|
∑

j=1

Γ
∗
Ci,j

+ λ3κ1 |r̂i(tk)− r̂i(tk−1)| (10)

where related variables and parameters are listed in Tab.1.

Proof. See Appendix.

The calculation procedures ofΛ∗
i

andΓ ∗
i

are consistent
with that of joint torqueτi in Eq. 3, which is a forward
recursion propagating fromleaf to module i along the
path. The computation requires updated position data of
the robotic configuration with the term̂ri(t), determined
by the actuation order of modules in time periods, detailed
in the folding sequence planner design (Sec.4.2). This
procedure is inherently a kinematic propagation rather than
the integration of joint torque with time as in Eq.7. Hence,
the simplified estimation by Eq.9 substantially reduces the
computational cost. The parameterκs is designed according
to joint motion profile, including interpolation method and
boundary conditions. With unified joint trajectory predefined
for modules presented in Section3, κs is set to be identical
with each modular unit, as well as for computational
simplification.

The energy metric, defined as twice integration of torque
magnitude has equivalence with the energy consumption
defined as Eq.5 for comparing and ranking energy
consumption among reconfiguration schemes. This metric
allows us to derive its upper bound, defined above asΛ

∗
i
,

and calculate it by variables such as joint angle and inertial
distance, instead of their derivatives and second derivatives.
In the computational process, this can significantly reduce
computing load and simplify the optimization procedures.
Therefore, the weight function̟ (ei) can be designed
according toΛ∗

i
, as ̟(ei) = Λ

∗
i
, to estimate the energy

metric of modulei in its movement. The evaluation of torque
consumption in a pre-folding pattern can be implemented by
the cost function in Eq.6. Enumerate possible layouts of the
target 3D shape with this estimation procedure, and obtain
the one with minimum cost, which is the energy-optimal
layout generated by the heuristic planner.

4.2 Folding Sequence Planner
In reconfiguration planning for modular robots, the aggregate
of modules in a pre-folding pattern can be actuated
simultaneously to perform folding motion, which is an
obvious choice for timesaving reconfiguration in an urgent
task. However, a synchronous actuation scheme without
considering folding sequence does not guarantee energy-
optimal folding for a layout. Hence, actuation time and
energy consumption are two coupled and contradictory
objectives in reconfiguration planning. Challenges arise
when trading off both objectives and determining that some
modules move while others remain stationary in series,
emerging as a NP-complete problem. In this section, we
propose two algorithms of asynchronous folding sequence
planners, including a unified framework for generating
actuation order in different layouts, and an energy-optimal
folding sequence planner with timesaving consideration ina
specific layout respectively.

4.2.1 Problem Formulation For a pre-folding pattern with
n modules, there aren− 1 modules except the one of
root nodeR, to be actuated withp folding steps in series.
Each folding step spans from timetk−1 to tk, as time
period Tk ∈ [tk−1, tk], k = 1, 2, · · · , p. Assume that the
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length of time periods is equal and denoted as∆t, then
tk = tk−1 +∆t andtp = t0 + p∆t. There arenk (nk > 0)
modules inTk to be actuated to their final folding angles and
others stay still, and it is obvious that

∑p
k=1 nk = n− 1.

To achieve timesaving reconfiguration simultaneously, the
number of modules folding up in each time period should
be as large as possible. The goal of a folding sequence
planner is to determine whichnk (nk > 0) modules of a
layout to be folded up in time periodTk, with minimum
energy consumption and sequence numberp. In this planning
we assume no collisions occur among modules during the
reconfiguration.

4.2.2 Unified Folding Sequence To compare torque
consumption of different layouts during reconfiguration, a
set of unified rules should be established to predefine joint
motion of each module (Sec.3.2), as well as the folding
sequence for each layout. For the reason that different
actuation orders of modules can lead to variation in energy
consumption even for the same pre-folding pattern, folding
sequence generated under a uniform framework ensures a
consistent comparison. Here we present a unified folding
sequence planner to decouple the effect of folding sequence
from the pre-folding pattern in energy consumption.

In most cases, torque consumption of folding modulei to
its final angle, varies if it is actuated in different time periods,
since movement of a module interferes in the structure with
constraints between connected modules. It is noted that only
when modules are in the samepath, their movement may
change position with each other, resulting in distinct torque
consumption with a different order of folding. To decouple
the interference of movement in energy consumption, it is
supposed that:

Assumption 1. Modules in the samepath of the rooted
tree of a layout are actuated in separate time periods.

It is obvious that the simplest connection with other
modular entities occurs when the module isleaf in a rooted
tree, thus modules ofleavesin the pre-folding pattern are first
investigated. If modulei is leaf, then|Ci| = 0, from Eq.3,
joint torque of modulei is simplified as:

τi = zi · [Ni + (pi + r∗
i )× Fi]

= zi · [Iiω̇i + ωi × (Iiωi) + (pi + r∗
i )×mir̈i]

(11)

which shows that torqueτi is only determined by the
movement and position of modulei, also validated by the
definition thatleaf has no connection with other modules
except itsparent. Since leaf of a rooted treeΥ, denoted
asleaf(Υ), are in differentpaths, it is straightforward that
all leavescan be actuated in the first time periodT1, for
the purpose of timesaving reconfiguration with minimum
number of folding stepsp. With the locking mechanism,leaf
is attached to itsparent after the actuation. Previousleaf/
leavesbeing folded up could be eliminated fromΥ and a
new rooted tree is obtained. In the next time periodT2, all
new leavesof Υ are modules to be actuated. Similarly, in
time periodTk, the set of modules to be folded up, denoted
as Ωk, are newleaf/ leavesof Υ, and |Ωk| = nk. This
process is carried on until only one node (root nodeR)
is left in the rooted treeΥ. The algorithmic procedure to
uniformly predefine folding sequence for different layouts

is summarized in Alg.2. In the actual implementation,
the unified folding sequence planner can be utilized to
automatically generate actuation orders for different layouts
in an enumeration process with the energy-optimal layout
planner (Sec.4.1) or theautomatic modeling algorithm(Sec.
3).

Algorithm 2 Unified folding sequence planner.

Input: Rooted treeΥ of a pre-folding pattern;
Output: Sets of modules folding in series;

1: Initialization:k ← 1, n← |Υ|, Ωk ← Ø;
2: while n > 1 do
3: Ωk ← leaf(Υ), leavesof Υ are modules to be

actuated in time periodTk;
4: Υ← Υ−Ωk, cut the edge ofleaf(Υ) and their

parents, and obtain a new rooted tree;
5: n← |Υ|
6: k = k + 1
7: end while
8: return Ω1,Ω2, · · · ,Ωk, · · · ,Ωp

4.2.3 Optimal Folding Sequence Folding from an initial
2D layout, to find out the energy-optimal actuation order of
modules is complex because a folding sequence cannot be
verified as optimal without evaluating torque consumption
with all possible folding orders within the layout. To
calculate the exact energy consumption with automatic
modeling technique (Section.3) is not only computationally
laborious but time-consuming. In this section, a heuristic
planner is proposed to estimate the energy consumption of
a folding sequence scheme.

The unified folding sequence planner (Sec.4.2.2) takes
advantage of simple connection ofleaf in a rooted tree, but
for other modules that are notleaf, torque consumption of
the movement couples with the configuration and position
of their descendant, as can be inferred from Eq.3. With
the locking mechanism, the motion of modules can be
described by rigid body rotation around the actuating axis
under gravity. Therefore, joint torque of actuating motor of
modulei is simplified as:

τi = Jiq̈i −Mg,i (12a)

Jiq̈i =

∣

∣

∣
D

′

i

∣

∣

∣

∑

j=1

I
′

j,i q̈i (12b)
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∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

rg,i ×

zi ×

(

∑

∣

∣

∣
D

′

i

∣

∣

∣

j=1 mjg × zi

)

|zi|
2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(12c)

where
D

′

i = {Di, i} is set of modules, withDi denotes set of
descendantof modulei;
Ji moment of inertia ofD

′

i with respect tozi (fixed
during movement of modulei);
Mg,i gravity torque ofD

′

i relative tozi;
I

′

j,i moment of inertia of modulej with respect tozi;
g =

[

0 0 −9.8
]

m2/s is gravitational acceleration
vector;
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rg,i perpendicular vector fromzi to CM ofD
′

i.
The work-energy principle is a general principle that can

be applied specifically to rotating objects. For pure rotation,
the net work is equal to the change in rotational kinetic
energy. The net work of modulei is denoted asWi and
according to the work-energy principle, it is derived as

Wi = Wτ,i +Wg,i =
1

2
Jiq̇i(tk)

2 −
1

2
Jiq̇i(tk−1)

2 (13)

with Wτ,i , work of τi during time periodTk

Wτ,i =

∫ q(tk)

q(tk−1)

τi(t) dq (14)

andWg,i , work of gravity torque duringTk

Wg,i = (

∣

∣

∣
D

′

i

∣

∣

∣

∑

j=1

mj)(rg,i(tk) · g − rg,i(tk−1) · g) (15)

With the predefined joint motion profile (Sec.3.2), at the
initial and terminal moment of each time periodTk, the joint
velocity of each module is under zero boundary conditions,
asq̇i(tk−1) = q̇i(tk) = 0. It is thus obvious thatWi = 0, and
Wτ,i = −Wg,i , according to Eq.13. Energy measurement of
joint motor of modulei can be represented byWτ,i , and
energy consumption of folding motion with certain folding
sequenceWτ is written as:

Wτ =

n
∑

i=1

∣

∣Wτ,i

∣

∣ (16)

Therefore, an evaluation functionχ′ can be designed to
assess energy consumption of a folding sequence scheme,
represented byWτ , according to Eqs.15and16.

χ′ = Wτ =
n
∑

i=1
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∣Wg,i
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∣
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n
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(17)

With the above functionχ′, an enumeration process can be
executed to figure out the energy-optimal folding sequence
for a layout.

The asynchronous actuation of modular units can be
executed one after the other, but this process can be rear-
ranged into several folding steps for timesaving reconfig-
uration purpose under Assumption 1. Since the motion
of modules in different paths with module i would
not influence joint torque of the module, torque con-
sumption with various folding sequences can be identi-
cal. It indicates that modules in differentpaths can be
actuated in the same time periodTk without changing
energy consumption of the scheme. Although permuta-
tions of folding order ofn modules in a layout are as
many asn!, the number of schemes of folding sequence
can be reduced significantly. Given an array of mod-
ule sequenceS = [s1, s2, · · · , si, · · · , sj , · · · , sn] , si, sj ∈
{1, 2, · · · , n} , si 6= sj , it can be rearranged intop folding

steps instead ofn. The rearranged folding sequence is
denoted as{Ω1,Ω2, · · · ,Ωp}, andP

′

i
represents the set of

modules in the samepath with modulei. The algorithmic
procedure of rearranging a vector of folding order into
folding steps is presented in Alg.3.

Algorithm 3 Rearrangement of folding sequence.

Input: S = [s1, s2, · · · , sn];
Output: Ω1,Ω2, · · · ,Ωk, · · · ,Ωp;

1: Initialization:k ← 1, n← |S|, Ωk ← Ø;
2: while n > 1 do
3: Ωk ← Ωk ∪ {s1}
4: for i = 2→ n do
5: P

′

i
← Ø

6: for j = 1→ |Ωk| do
7: a← Ωk(j)
8: P

′

i
← P

′

i
∪ {a}

9: end for
10: if si /∈ P

′

i
then

11: Ωk ← Ωk ∪ {si}
12: end if
13: end for
14: k ← k + 1
15: S ← S −Ωk

16: n← |S|
17: end while
18: return Ω1,Ω2, · · · ,Ωk, · · · ,Ωp

The number of stepsp of folding sequence generated
by Alg. 2 and 3 is equal to theheight of rooted tree of
the pre-folding pattern, defined as length of the longest
path, for the reason that in each time period, at least one
module in apathwill be actuated.p is thereby the minimum
number of actuation steps in the sense of Assumption 1, and
timesaving reconfiguration is achieved through the unified
folding sequence planner (Alg.2) and the algorithm for
rearrangement of folding sequence (Alg.3).

5 Simulation and Experiment

To evaluate performance of the proposed methods and
algorithms using origami principles in this paper, we utilize
Mori Belke and Paik(2017), a modular robotic system with
origami features, as an experimental platform. The system
overview, as well as the reconfiguration and unfolding
procedures of Mori will be discussed in this section. The
energy-optimal reconfiguration schemes are generated by
bothautomatic modeling algorithmandheuristic algorithm,
and comparative results of simulation are provided.

5.1 System Overview
The platform of Mori is a homogeneous robotic system,
and each modular unit is triangular-shaped and fabricated
using a multi-jet 3D printer. There are two types of modules
in the system, active and passive. The active module is
integrated with electronic components, with three stepper
motors embedded on each lateral for actuation. The module
properties of the Mori platform are summarized in Table.
2. To generate the kinematic model of robotic configuration
in the automatic modeling algorithm, Denavit-Hartenberg
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(a) Pre-folding pattern (b) Folding motion (c) 3D configuration

Figure 4. The reconfiguration procedure of the Mori robotic platform. (a). A planar pre-folding pattern is shaped when each triangular
module connects with other modular units. (b). The aggregates are actuated with a controlled sequence of modules to perform folding
motion during the reconfiguration. (c). The desired 3D configuration of a quadruped comes into conformation.

Table 2. Module properties and DH parameters of Mori

Module propertiesBelke and Paik(2017)
l Side length[mm] 80
d Thickness[mm] 6

m Mass[g]
26 (Active module)
8 (Passive module)

I Inertia tensor[g.mm2]
10−2 × [−3.09,−3.09,−6.15, 0.67, 8.32×

10−2, 2.30× 10−16]
DH parameters

ζ1
Offset along previousz to common normal of

previousz and newz
ζ1 = 0 or l

ζ2(q) Angle about previousz, from oldx to newx Joint variable
ζ3 Length of the common normal ζ3 = 0 (Rotation axis intersect)
ζ4 Angle about common normal, from oldz to newz ζ4 = 60◦

(DH) parameters of Mori architecture with triangular-shaped
modules are also defined in Tab.2.

5.2 Reconfiguration and Unfolding
Combining the characteristics of reconfigurable modular
robots and foldable origami-inspired robotic systems,
Mori allows the execution of complex tasks in various
environments. The reciprocal procedures of reconfiguration
and unfolding with Mori platform are discussed as follows.

5.2.1 Reconfiguration of Mori As well as folding into
a static and complicated structure as origami, Mori can
transform its shape into dynamic configurations according
to task requirements, such as locomotion and transportation
of components. The reconfiguration procedure of Mori is
illustrated in Fig.4, and when in the 3D conformation of
quadruped, it can conduct dynamic movements in a task-
oriented scenario.

5.2.2 Unfolding 3D Configurations The demonstration
of proposed methodology is realized in two mission-
based scenarios, including statically functional structures
e.g., supporting truss, infrastructure, and complicated tasks
requiring dynamic movements. Three target 3D shapes, a
Tetrahedron, an Octahedron and a locomotion configuration
of Quadruped in Fig.4c are utilized in the simulation. The
desired 3D structures of Mori and their possible pre-folding
patterns are shown in Tab.3. Through unfolding process

(Section.3.1) via graph representation, all possible layouts
can be generated and some of them are depicted. We assume
the same 2D pattern with various arrangements of modules
as different layouts, such as Tetrahedron L1 and Tetrahedron
L13.

5.3 Energy-optimal Folding Schemes

Torque consumption varies with different reconfiguration
schemes involving root node, pre-folding patterns and
folding sequence. Therefore, the folding scheme of Mori
is composed of a 2D layout folding with a designated root
node as robot base and a predetermined folding sequence of
modules. In this section. we present the simulation resultsfor
energy-optimal reconfiguration schemes, including optimal
layouts with unified folding sequence and an optimal folding
sequence planner designed for pre-folding patterns.

5.3.1 Optimal Layout Optimal layouts of a 3D configu-
ration presented herein is in the sense of predetermining
folding sequence by a unified folding sequence planner (Alg.
2), with a root nodeR chosen as robot base. Parameters
in Theorem1 of the heuristic optimal layout planner (Sec.
4.1) are summarized in Tab.5. Results of evaluating energy-
optimal layouts generated by two methods are illustrated
in Tab. 4, and visualization of layouts in Tab.4 and cor-
responding unified folding sequence are presented in Tab.
6. Method I (MI) is to calculate torque consumption of
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Table 3. Target 3D configurations and corresponding pre-folding patterns

3D shape Possible layouts (L for Layout)

2

3

4

1

2
3

4

1 2
3

4
1

Tetrahedron Tetrahedron L1 Tetrahedron L7 Tetrahedron L13

2
3

4

5
6

7
8

1 2

3

4

5
6

7
8

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

1

Octahedron Octahedron L1 Octahedron L160 Octahedron L320

1

2

3
4

6

7
8
9

10

11
12

13
14

15
16 17

18

5 2
3

4
5

6

7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

1

2
3

4
5

6

7

8
9

10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

1

Quadruped Quadruped L35 Quadruped L70 Quadruped L105

Table 4. Evaluation of energy-optimal layouts

3D shape Method Optimal layout
Torque

consumption
[Nm]

Maximum torque
consumption

[Nm]
Ranking from MI

Tetrahedron
MI L3 (R = 1) 0.0156

0.3210
—

MII L3 (R = 1) 0.0156 1/16

Octahedron
MI L331 (R = 5) 0.2400

2.3279
—

MII L6 (R = 5) 0.2944 14/384

Quadruped
MI L1 (R = 5) 0.9895

4.8916
—

MII L1 (R = 5) 0.9895 1/108

all possible layouts with theautomatic modeling algorithm
(Alg. 1), and delivers the energy-optimal one, as presented
in Section3. Method II (MII) utilizes the proposed heuristic
energy-optimal layout planner (Sec.4.1) to estimate torque
consumption of layouts. The ranking of MII from MI is
explained as the optimal layout generated by MII ranked
out of possible layouts sorted by torque consumption, cal-
culating from MI in ascending order. For the 3D shapes of
Tetrahedron and Quadruped, optimal layouts produced by
two methods with chosen root nodeR are identical. For
Octahedron, the layout generated by Method II ranks 14 out
of 384 candidates that can fold into a Octahedron.

Table 5. Parameters in Theorem 1

Constant parameter Design parameter
λ1 6.15× 10−11 κ1 3
λ2 0.0012 κ2 1
λ3 0.026 κ3 2
λ4 0 or 0.08

A more detailed comparison of the two methods
generating energy-optimal layouts was implemented on a
Windows PC with Intel Core i7, 2.6 GHz, 12G RAM,
and the results are shown in Tab.7. With each root node
R chosen as robotic base amongn modules, asR =
1, 2, · · · , n, energy-optimal layouts are generated by two
methods. Assume that there aren1 optimal layouts generated

by MII identical with those yielded by MI, andn2 optimal
layouts generated by MII, with less torque consumption
than the median of all layouts with the chosen root node
R. The performance of MII is measured by two rates:
Rate 1 is calculated asn1

n × 100%, indicating equivalence
in validity of two methods and optimality of MII; Rate 2
is computed byn2

n × 100%, suggesting the superiority of
layouts generated by MII compared to randomly selected
pre-folding patterns. It is noted that computation time of
MII is significantly less than MI, which can be explained
by the simplification of estimating torque consumption with
MII, instead of computing the integral of joint torque with
MI. With increase in complexity of 3D shapes, measured
by module and layout quantities, the performance of MII
deteriorates, but Rate 2 is still larger than50% in the
worst case. The results in Tab.7 indicate that the proposed
heuristic energy-optimal layout planner carried out by MII
can be applied to real-time planning of energy-optimal
reconfiguration according to mission requirements, with
desired guarantee that the generated layout consumes less
energy than randomly chosen ones.

5.3.2 Optimal Folding Sequence Optimal folding order
of a pre-folding pattern can be sorted out by enumeration
with Eq. 17, and the vector of folding order of modules is
rearranged to a folding sequence with several steps via Alg.
3. Optimal folding sequence determined for optimal layouts
generated by MII in Tab.4 are shown in Fig.5. Since there
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Table 6. Energy-optimal layouts with unified folding sequence

Optimal layout

2

3

4
1

1

2

3
4

6
7

8

5
1

2
3

4
6

7
8

5
1

2
3

4

6 7
8
9

10

11
12

13
14

15
16 17

18

5

Tetrahedron L3
(R = 1)

Octahedron L331
(R = 5)

Octahedron L6
(R = 5)

Quadruped L1
(R = 5)

Rooted tree

1

2 3 4

Tree layer

0

1

5

6 8 1

2 7 4

3

Tree layer

0

3

2

1

5

6 8 1

2 7 4

3

Tree layer

0

3

2

1

 5

 9  4  6

10  8  1 13  3 17

 7 11  2 14 15 18

12 16

Tree layer

0

4

3

2

1

Folding
sequence

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 8

2 1 7

3 6

1 3 4 7

2 1 2 8

3 6

1
2 7 8 12 14

16 18

2 10 11 13 15 17

3 1 3 9

4 4 6

Table 7. Comparison of methods generating energy-optimal layouts

3D shape Module quantity Layout quantity Method
Computation time[s] Performance
Total Per layout Rate 1 Rate 2

Tetrahedron 4 16
MI 36 0.5625 — —
MII 0.72 0.0113 100% 100%

Octahedron 8 384
MI 6435 2.09 — —
MII 12.50 0.0041 0 87.50%

Quadruped 18 108
MI 13723 7.06 — —
MII 20 0.0103 5.56% 61.11%

is only one folding sequence of Tetrahedron L3(R = 1) in
Tab.6, we provide the visualized results of reconfiguration
schemes with optimality for Octahedron L6(R = 5) and
Quadruped L1(R = 5).

The order of magnitude of possible folding orders is
at least

(⌈

1
3n
⌉)

! for the Mori system, which would still
be large for enumeration if the module numbern grows,
thus Monte-Carlo method is utilized to verify the optimality
of folding sequence of 3D shapes in Fig.5. Arrays
of folding order of a pre-folding pattern are generated
randomly and rearranged as folding sequence with Alg.3.
Torque consumption of folding layouts with optimal folding
sequence and randomly generated ones are calculated via
Alg. 1. Different layouts of various 3D shapes are utilized
in the Monte-Carlo verification of the optimal folding
sequence planner (Sec.4.2.3), as illustrated in Fig.6.
Simulation results show that the evaluating rate is larger
than 70% in the worst case of Quadruped L70(R = 5),
and the performance of heuristic planner is100% better
than randomly generated actuation orders in three selected
layouts out of eight. This indicates that the proposed folding
sequence planner generates actuation order of modules with
small torque consumption, compared to large numbers of
folding schemes. The Monte-Carlo simulation in Fig.6
validates the effectiveness of the proposed heuristic solution
of optimal folding sequence planner.

6 Discussion

The focus of the presented work is to minimize connection
misalignments in modular robots by pre-assembling the
initial configuration and sequentially actuating modular units
without docking and locking during the morphological trans-
formation. This approach of origami folding reconfiguration
is not only feasible for a modular robotic system with low-
profile modules such as Mori, but is also possible for a
large number of general modular robots with homogeneous
or heterogeneous modules. Certain conditions should be
satisfied for such feasibility. Firstly, systematic designof
each module should have at least one DoF of rotation, which
most modular robots do. This condition ensures that quasi
folding motion is allowed in the robotic system and can
be carried out by a sequence of actuation. Secondly, initial
configuration space should include planar patterns that can
finally transform into the target 3D shape, guaranteeing that
the set of feasible solutions of the reconfiguration planning
problem is nonempty. Therefore, this new methodology for
generating energy-optimal folding schemes can be applied to
a wide range of modular robotic systems.

To go a step further, for more general reconfiguration
of modular robots, that is, starting from an arbitrary 3D
shape to form another 3D shape, our approach still applies
in energy-optimal shape-to-shape transition. The initial3D
shape should be first unfolded into a 2D pattern, which can be
optimized by utilizing the proposed reconfiguration planner
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Figure 5. Reconfiguration sequences for optimal folding schemes of layouts L6 and L1 for an octahedron and a quadruped,
respectively, as determined by the optimal folding sequence planner (Sec. 4.2.3).

for an energy-optimal unfolding scheme. The generated 2D
pattern can be assembled to form an energy-optimal initial
2D pattern of the target 3D shape, and finally folded into the
target 3D configuration.

Regarding the assumption in the algorithms, we suppose
that locking mechanism is included in modular entities.
It prevents relative movement of connected modules when
commanded, thus refraining torque consumption when
maintaining a robotic configuration due to gravity. This
is beneficial for energy-saving reconfiguration in the
modular robotic system. For modular robots without locking
mechanism, the proposed methodology is still applicable,
with modifications of energy consumption and subsequent
derivation for heuristic planners.

With the experimental platform Mori, we present
comparative simulation results using the proposedautomatic
modeling algorithmand heuristic algorithm respectively.
Energy-optimal pre-folding patterns of reconfiguration are
generated by enumeration with theautomatic modeling
algorithm. This process, however, is computationally
expensive and may exceed the computing capabilities of on-
board processors in robotic systems. To ease this problem,
the reconfiguration planning can be implemented off-line
before the transformation of modular robots. Theheuristic
algorithm, by contrast, yields optimal or near-optimal
reconfiguration schemes with high quality, greatly reducing
computation and time effort. Therefore, theheuristic
algorithm is superior for real-time reconfiguration planning
in autonomous environments, while theautomatic modeling
algorithmis suitable for modular systems with relatively few
units in situations with strict limitation on energy expense.

We note that an important extension building upon our
methods is reconfiguration planning with minimized peak
torque in modular robots. Since energy consumption is

closely related to the required joint torque, the energy-
optimal planner can yield reconfiguration schemes with low
peak torque. This indicates that either weaker actuators with
lower torque limits are sufficient for a target shape with
given modules, or larger modular architecture can be formed
with given number of normal actuators. This is an important
consideration with benefit for physical implementation in
modular robots utilizing our methods. To further minimize
the peak torque during the reconfiguration, more efforts are
required to make corresponding modification of the model.
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Figure 6. Monte-Carlo verification of the optimal folding
sequence planner (Sec. 4.2.3). The first layouts are optimal
layouts of Octahedron and Quadruped in Fig. 5, and the others
are in Tab. 3 correspondingly. The rate evaluating performance
of the folding sequence planner is computed as K1

K
× 100%,

where K1 is the number of randomly generated actuation orders,
with larger torque consumption than that of the optimal folding
sequence, and K = 1000 is the number of simulations with
Monte-Carlo method.
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The presented approach to reconfiguration using origami
principles calls for more work on planning and control
problems for modular robotic systems. This includes a
promising extension that results in substantial cost and
energy reductions with the use of passive modules, i.e.,
simple connection units without electronic components
among the active ones. Developing an optimal distribution
algorithm for active modules is essential in this problem
for further energy saving purposes. Potential improvements
also include theoretical investigation of computational
complexity of initial patterns and folding sequence for
shaping a desired 3D configuration. Further investigation
can be conducted on collision avoidance to achieve energy-
efficient folding free of collision combining our work.
Another challenge that remains to be addressed is planning
and control of the after transformation 3D configurations in
different scenarios, such as gait generation algorithms for a
four-legged locomotion robot, and distributed coordination
control for multi-robot systems.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents a new approach to reconfiguration
of modular robotic systems using origami principles
that transform planar patterns into 3D shapes. The
reconfiguration at this level significantly mitigates the
misalignment problem by actuating modular units in
controlled sequence rather than changing connectivity
between modules. For the NP-complete problem of
energy-optimal reconfiguration planning in modular robots,
we established an algorithmic framework, including an
automatic modeling algorithm and a heuristic algorithm.
Both can generate energy-optimal reconfiguration schemes,
for initial assembly and folding sequence of modules
of a pre-folding pattern. The validity of the proposed
heuristic algorithm is proved. The simulation results
demonstrated on the Mori platform verified that the heuristic
algorithm generates optimal or near-optimal schemes with
computation efficiency, appropriate for real-time planning
of energy-optimal reconfiguration for modular robots.
Notably, the algorithmic framework developed in this paper
can be applied to general modular robotic systems, for
reconfiguration as origami folding is widely feasible with
mechanical design. The work presented here should inspire
algorithmic design for a wide range of problems in modular
robotic systems in view of extensive and hybrid research
overture.

Appendix. Proof of Theorem 1

1. Derivation ofleaf module
If module i is leaf, then |Ci| = 0, from Eq.3 the dynamic
termsfi andni are written as

fi = Fi = mir̈i

ni = Ni + (pi + r
∗
i )× Fi

= Iiω̇i + ωi × (Iiωi) + (pi + r
∗
i )× Fi

(18)

Integrate|fi| twice with time,Γi is written as

Γi =

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|mir̈i| dtdt

= mi

∣

∣¯̈ri

∣

∣ (tk − tk−1)
2

= miκ1 ||ri(tk)| − |ri(tk−1)||

= miκ1 |r̂i(tk)− r̂i(tk−1)|

(19)

where
∣

∣¯̈ri

∣

∣ is average value of|r̈i(t)| in time t ∈ [tk−1, tk],
andκ1 > 0 is a constant.
Integrateni twice with time,Λi is written as

Λi =

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|ni| dtdt

≤

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|Iiω̇i| dtdt+

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|ωi × (Iiωi)| dtdt

+

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|(pi + r
∗
i )×mir̈i| dtdt

(20)
For each term in Eq.20,

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|Iiω̇i| dtdt

≤ ‖Ii‖ ·

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|ω̇i| dtdt

= ‖Ii‖ ·
∣

∣ ¯̇ωi

∣

∣ (tk − tk−1)
2

= ‖Ii‖ · κ2 ||θi(tk)| − |θi(tk−1)||

(21)

where
∣

∣ ¯̇ωi

∣

∣ is average value of|ω̇i(t)| in time t ∈ [tk−1, tk]

and κ2 > 0 is a constant; andθi(t) is the vector of
generalized joint coordinates. The term
∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|ωi × (Iiωi)| dtdt

=

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

||ωi| · |Iiωi| · sin(ϕi,1) · n̂i,1| dtdt

≤

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|ωi| · |Iiωi| dtdt

≤ ‖Ii‖ ·

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|ωi|
2 dtdt

(22)

whereϕi,1 andn̂i,1 are vector angle and normal vector of
ωi andIiωi.
To derive the term

∫ tk
tk−1

∫ tk
tk−1

|ωi|
2 dtdt, reminding q̇i

as angular velocity of modulei rotating aboutzi, and
|q̇i| = |ωi|, with unified joint motion planning (Sec.3), it
is deduced that

q̇i(ξ1) · q̇i(ξ2) ≥ 0, ξ1, ξ2 ∈ [tk−1, tk] (23)

then it can be derived as
∫ tk

tk−1

|ωi|
2 dt =

∫ tk

tk−1

|q̇i(t)|
2 dt

= |q̇i(ξ)|

∫ tk

tk−1

|q̇i(t)|dt

= |q̇i(ξ)| · ||qi(tk)| − |qi(tk−1)|| , ξ ∈ [tk−1, tk]

(24)

and
∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|ωi|
2 dtdt =

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|q̇i(t)|
2 dtdt

= |q̇i(ξ)| · (tk − tk−1) · ||qi(tk)| − |qi(tk−1)||

(25)
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Sinceq̇i(ξ) is a constant with predefined joint motion, define
ω̄i as average angular velocity ofq̇i in time t ∈ [tk−1, tk],
then

|q̇i(ξ)| · (tk − tk−1) = κ3 |ω̄i| · (tk − tk−1)

= κ3 ||qi(tk)| − |qi(tk−1)||
(26)

whereκ3 is a constant andκ3 > 0. Therefore it is derived
that

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|ωi|
2 dtdt = κ3 ||qi(tk)| − |qi(tk−1)||

2

(27)
then Eq.22 can be expressed as

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|ωi × (Iiωi)| dtdt

≤ ‖Ii‖ ·

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|ωi|
2 dtdt

= ‖Ii‖ · κ3 ||qi(tk)| − |qi(tk−1)||
2

(28)

Since for each module, |(pi + r∗
i )| is constant

as |(pi + r∗
i )| =

l/2
sin(π/3)

, and another term
∫ tk
tk−1

∫ tk
tk−1

|(pi + r∗
i )×mir̈i| dtdt in Eq.20 is derived as

following, according to Eq.19

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|(pi + r
∗
i )×mir̈i| dtdt

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

|(pi + r
∗
i )| ·

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|mir̈i| dtdt · sin(ϕi,2) · n̂i,2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤
l/2

sin(π/3)
miκ1 |r̂i(tk)− r̂i(tk−1)|

(29)
whereϕi,2 andn̂i,2 are vector angle and normal vector of
pi + r∗

i andr̈i.
With |θi(t)| = |qi(t)| and the boundary conditions of
qi(tk−1) = 0 andqi(tk) = θ̂i, Λ∗

i defined as the maximum
of Λi can be expressed as

Λ
∗
i =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

Iiω̇i dtdt

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

ωi × (Iiωi) dtdt

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

(pi + r
∗
i )×mir̈i dtdt

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= ‖Ii‖ · κ2 |θi(tk)− θi(tk−1)|+ ‖Ii‖ · κ3 ||qi(tk)| − |qi(tk−1)||
2

+
l/2

sin(π/3)
miκ1 |r̂i(tk)− r̂i(tk−1)|

= ‖Ii‖ · (κ2

∣

∣

∣
θ̂i

∣

∣

∣
+ κ3

∣

∣

∣
θ̂i

∣

∣

∣

2

) +
l/2

sin(π/3)
miκ1 |r̂i(tk)− r̂i(tk−1)|

(30)
2. Derivation of non-leaf module

For modules that are notleaves, Γi andΛi are derived as

Γi =

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

|Ci|
∑

j=1

fCi,j
+ Fi

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

dtdt

≤

|Ci|
∑

j=1

ΓCi,j
+

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|mir̈i| dtdt

≤

|Ci|
∑

j=1

Γ
∗
Ci,j

+miκ1 |r̂i(tk)− r̂i(tk−1)|

(31)

thusΓ ∗
i is written as

Γ
∗
i =

|Ci|
∑

j=1

Γ
∗
Ci,j

+miκ1 |r̂i(tk)− r̂i(tk−1)| (32)

Since

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

|Ci|
∑

j=1

pi × fCi,j

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

dtdt

≤

|Ci|
∑

j=1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

|pi| ·

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

∣

∣fCi,j

∣

∣ dtdt · sin(ϕi,j) · n̂i,j

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤

|Ci|
∑

j=1

|pi| · ΓCi,j

(33)
whereϕi,j and n̂i,j are vector angle and normal vector of
pi andΓCi,j

.
Λi can be written as

Λi ≤

|Ci|
∑

j=1

ΛCi,j
+

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

|Ci|
∑

j=1

pi × fCi,j

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

dtdt

+

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|Ni + (pi + r
∗
i )× Fi| dtdt

≤

|Ci|
∑

j=1

ΛCi,j
+

|Ci|
∑

j=1

|pi| · ΓCi,j

+

∫ tk

tk−1

∫ tk

tk−1

|Ni + (pi + r
∗
i )× Fi| dtdt

≤

|Ci|
∑

j=1

(Λ∗
Ci,j

+ |pi| · Γ
∗
Ci,j

)

+ ‖Ii‖ · (κ2

∣

∣

∣
θ̂i

∣

∣

∣
+ κ3

∣

∣

∣
θ̂i

∣

∣

∣

2

)

+
l/2

sin(π/3)
miκ1 |r̂i(tk)− r̂i(tk−1)|

(34)
Define λ1 = ‖Ii‖, λ2 = l/2

sin(π/3)
mi, λ3 = mi, andλ4 =

|pi| = 0 or l, and the maximum ofΛi can be expressed as

Λ
∗
i =

|Ci|
∑

j=1

(Λ∗
Ci,j

+ λ4 · Γ
∗
Ci,j

) + λ1 · (κ2

∣

∣

∣
θ̂i

∣

∣

∣
+ κ3

∣

∣

∣
θ̂i

∣

∣

∣

2

)

+ λ2κ1 |r̂i(tk)− r̂i(tk−1)|
(35)

with the maximum ofΓi written as

Γ
∗
i =

|Ci|
∑

j=1

Γ
∗
Ci,j

+ λ3κ1 |r̂i(tk)− r̂i(tk−1)| (36)

Therefore, the estimation of torque consumptionε′i =
∫ tk
tk−1

∫ tk
tk−1

|τi| dtdt can be represented byΛ∗
i as in Eq.35.
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